Do you have a Conversational Interface?

Chatbots and Customer Care
HOW CHATBOTS HELP YOU WIN AT CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

T

echnology and innovation has made today’s
economy more “on-demand” than ever. From
entertainment to food delivery, consumers

are conditioned to believe that they can get anything,
anytime, anywhere at the push of a button on their
mobile phones. The impact on customer service has
been enormous, as people want the information they
need or their issues addressed in an incredibly short
span of time.
The result for customer service, support, and care is
that consumer expectations are higher than ever. If people don’t get the answers they need right away, they’re
likely to switch over to a competitor. In fact, Microsoft’s
2016 Global State of Customer Service Report indicates
that 93% of consumers think customer service is a key
factor in determining their loyalty to a brand.

85%

Digital channels will be the future starting point for
most customer care interactions. Over 50% of customers now believe they should be able to resolve their
issues on their own, without relying on a live customer
support agent. This according to a study conducted by

of customer service
interactions will
be managed by
chatbots By 2020

Zendesk. In another survey, Harris Poll found that 64%
of customers would rather text than call a business. The
increasing reliance on self-service reflects rapid growth in

likely to address the issue. Some even predict that by

digital-savvy users. These people have grown up commu-

2020, 85% of all customer service interactions will be

nicating, and accessing data, over the internet. They see

managed by non-human technologies like chatbots.

a digitally available self-service option as the most time
and cost efficient method for solving problems.

Today, we’re at an inflection point for chatbot technology. Adoption, innovation, and customer acceptan-

To provide rapid (yet still personalized) service,

ce of intelligent agents is increasing. Both businesses

companies are finding one technology particularly re-

and customers are recognizing the user cases and

volutionary: Chatbots. In layman’s terms, a chatbot is a

value of virtual agents in terms of customer service and

computer program that simulates human conversation

support. In this white paper, we’ll dive into why now

through artificial intelligence and guided conversation.

is the time for chatbots, how companies can phase

If someone sends a customer service inquiry via SMS

them into their support processes, and areas to achieve

message, for instance, a chatbot can interpret the mes-

quick (and long term) ROI wins by utilizing chatbots for

sage and come up with an immediate response that is

customer care.
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Chatbots for Customer Support
Why Now?

F

or prior generations, a phone call was the
likeliest starting point for customer service
interactions. Today, most customer care com-

munications begin on digital channels. Per Microsoft,
55% of consumers initiate customer service interactions via digital channels such as email, SMS message
or social media.

55%

This makes the modern customer service environment ripe for chatbot technology. Businesses
that can address these digital interactions quickly
and effectively will generate greater trust and loyalty
among their customers. While acceptance among
consumers is growing, with over 50 percent of people

of consumers initiate
customer service
interactions via digital
channels such as email, SMS
message or social media.

now trusting chatbots for basic customer service
tasks like bookings and purchases.

gies. The Watson APIs and services are purchased
as a subscription, and can be implemented in almost

The infrastructure for chatbots has matured as

any customer service or call center. Google and

well and fused into channels that are equally familiar

Facebook, among others, offer terrific “AI-as-a-Ser-

to most people. Facebook Messenger, the messaging

vice” kits for developers as well. Microsoft’s Bot

extension for Facebook users, has emerged as a clear

Framework and Microsoft LUIS (Language Unders-

nexus point for handling customer inquiries. Today

tanding Intelligent Service) are other great examples.

many companies use Messenger as the gateway for

Bot Framework is a web service that lets companies

digital customer support with both humans and bots

build and customize conversations that run on mul-

as agents. Over time as these interactions become

tiple messaging channels based on software already

more understood, these digital channels will convert

developed by Microsoft.

to largely chatbot-first engagements.
Bot Framework also offers a FAQ-like bot service.
The natural language processing (NLP) technolo-

The goal is to build a chatbot to answer FAQs that a

gy on which chatbots rely on is getting cheaper and

business may try to answer for users on their web-

more easily accessible. For instance, IBM’s Watson

sites. This service is in a developmental phase. Yet it

Developer Cloud is a collection of ready-to-use

represents another digital channel use case for bots

chatbot artificial intelligence (AI) and NLP technolo-

as intelligent agents.
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A Customer Support Natural
for Users

F

or today’s consumer, chatbot support is
a logical use case. Customers are now
migrating toward self-service, preferring

not to deal with human agents if they don’t have

for Business

F

or companies, chatbots represent an opportuni-

per interaction, makes chatbots a valuable enterpri-

ty to be the voice of their brand 24 hours a day,

se asset for companies across all industries.

seven days a week. Even though brands might

not have live agents on call to respond around the

To get started, as a business manager you

to. In fact, 90% of consumers say they now expect

clock, automated chatbot conversations can still provi-

should begin with a proof of concept when consi-

brands and organizations to have a self-service

de brand ambassadorship. Chatbots also can serve to

dering a chatbot as a change agent for your custo-

offering. Customers either want to solve their is-

automate “low value” interactions such as simple infor-

mer care operations. First, you should clearly map

sue quickly on their own, or receive an immediate

mational inquiries about balance checks or store hours

out the value proposition that chatbots would bring

response should they contact the business. Chat-

or product availability. The reduced need to service

to both internal and external stakeholders. Second,

bots can help companies meet these expectations.

these lower value calls and interactions creates more

focus on specific use cases, products, and scenarios

time and resources to focus on adequately addressing

where a chatbot can provide value quickly.

Chatbots also make sense for users because

higher value interactions. In fact, per McKinsey Consul-

they occupy the digital spaces that consumers

ting, surveyed executives said that their top customer

Make sure the chatbot is integrated to all the

spend most of their time. Recent data indica-

service priority over the next five years is to reduce call

relevant data and workflows that it needs to be, and

tes that 40% of consumers would rather use a

demand and increase self-service.

then make sure to utilize data generated by bot interactions to improve and adapt usage on an ongoing

messaging app for customer service than make a
phone call. Add this to the prevalence of email,

Offloading some of these low value interactions

basis. By taking these steps and approaching chatbot

social, and self-service, and you have a near per-

also results in huge return on investment (ROI) for

technology with a mindset of constant improvement,

fect application for consumers when it comes to

service departments. Per Forrester, on average the

your company can serve your customers better and

chatbots.

cost of a chatbot interaction is about 25 cents,

impact their bottom line at the same time.

while hiring a live agent to handle that same inteMost interactions in the future will flow throu-

Cost Per Interaction

raction would cost anywhere from $6-20 dollars.

gh digital channels first. A personalized experien-

Redirecting less complex interactions is becoming

ce is something users will come to appreciate.

more and more crucial, as 60 percent of leading

Chatbots will be able to conduct conversations

contact centers now use “cost reduction” as one of

and transactions based on customer preferences.

their main key performance indicators (KPIs). The

A one-on-one dialog reflecting user history with

ability to quickly handle simple inquires at any time

the business will benefit the customer.

of day or night, along with the reduced overhead

$6-20

Live Agent

Chatbot

$0.25
Source: Forrester

Chatbot Success Stories
Chatbots aren’t just a “wish list” technology for brands and service teams. Chatbots are positively impacting both the customer
experience and the bottom line for many companies.

One of the leading
global providers of
health insurance

The largest
passenger
railroad service in
the United States

One of the largest
regional airlines in
America, carrying
over 17 million
passengers per
year

CHALLENGE

ACTION

RESULT

Sought automated way to
help members complete
a secure, HIPAAcompliant (and therefore
complex, difficult) account
registration process

Developed the “Ask Ann”
chatbot to assist members
in the process

More than half of those registering on member websites
engage with Ann

Needed to find a way
to both simplify online
booking process and
reduce customer support
overhead

Created the “Ask Julie”
intelligent agent to
provide both written and
vocalized responses

Ann handles an average of 20,000+ chats per day
29% reduction in calls to member service helpdesk

Went live in six months and now answers more than 5
million inquiries per year
Amtrak experienced an 8x return on investment from both
cost savings and increased bookings
Currently saving $1 million per year in customer service
costs

Alaska’s knowledge
base of customer
service solutions had
grown in terms of both
amount of information
and complexity,
creating customer care
productivity bottlenecks

Launched an intelligent
assistant chatbot named
Jenn at Alaskaair.com and
Super Jenn within Alaska’s
internal systems

Jenn increased engagement, and decreased call-center
traffic for Alaska’s customer service operations
The need for an online “live chat” function was eliminated
within the first year of Jenn’s implementation
Jenn is now the most preferred option by customers on
the Alaskaair.com Contact Us page

Phases for Building Out a Customer
Service Bot
For companies, call centers and service teams looking to build their own customer service bot, we recommend a phased
approach. Here are the steps you should take to implement a chatbot, start to finish:
1.

Identify a high volume use case, along with a channel. This could be SMS messaging, web chat, email or
social. The key is to pick one channel to focus on in the beginning. Review customer service data, call and
chat transcripts for keywords to utilize.
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Design the bot’s conversation flow. Identify the systems integration requirements needed to enable the
bot. Take time to sketch out specs, including flow designs for all necessary areas or work with a bot developer who has experience integrating bots with other systems.

3.

Devise a plan for onboarding users to the chatbot and how each interaction will trigger, complete or escalate a case. For instance, understand the logical design elements available for various messaging channels
such as the web, Facebook Messenger or SMS. When a live agent becomes necessary, have a plan to loop
them into the conversation.

4.

Test the bot on an ongoing basis and track its performance over time. Before it goes live, make sure to conduct user acceptance tests (UAT) in a demo environment to correct obvious flaws. This will give you an idea
of how to optimize performance and conversation flow.

5.

Instrument the bot with a bot-specific analytic package to understand interactions. We recommend implementing more than one vendor’s analytics solution to take advantage of the different features each includes
in their offerings.
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Chatbot Quick Wins for Businesses
By implementing a chatbot, you can create “quick wins” in multiple areas of service for your customers. Here are some of the key areas to focus on:
FAQs. There are many businesses focused on helping companies create FAQ bots that read your website and relevant
customer interactions to produce conversational bots. The FAQ bot is a first step in creating a bot to handle web
or social media based customer inquiries. It works when a customer asks a question which can be answered through an automated data lookup of available information provided to the bot. More complex questions can be routed
to live agents.
Check Account Balance. Today, 22 percent of consumers say they use chatbots to interact with their financial services
provider for tasks like checking their balance or activating a new account.
Status Updates. Whether it be a delayed flight or a change in hotel booking, businesses can notify customers of status/
news updates with push notifications from a chatbot. The intelligent agent can then ask if the customer wants
more information or would like to take an action based on the new information.
Bill Payment. Today, customers see many lines and charges in their bill payment interface. Yet the introduction of mobile
payment platforms is making the payment process easier. A chatbots integrated within mobile payments enhances
the customer’s ability to transact from anywhere.
Mobile Texting. Texting is replacing the phone call as the preferred first service channel. Implementing basic rules-based
or a machine learning-based solution allows a chatbot to respond to mobile queries and resolve queries.
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Do you have a Conversational Interface?

I

t’s clear that chatbot technology is set to
play a major role in the future of customer service, support, and care. The

use cases for both users and enterprises
is becoming more compelling than ever, as
customers’ demands are rising along with
companies’ desires to contain costs. Moving
forward, companies will need to build a business case for chatbot use within their organizations, develop a phased implementation roadmap, and start by utilizing chatbots
in areas where they can see an immediate
impact on their customers’ experience.
In our experience, developing a roadmap
to improve customer care and support with
chatbot technology is the first step towards
success. At Azumo, our focus on delivering
world-class chatbot solutions is the result
of putting many of the concepts mentioned
in this paper into practice for clients like
Twitter Horoscope.com and others. If you’re
interested in discussing how to take your
customer service and support operations
to the next level with chatbot technology,
please reach out to one of our experts at:
www.azumo.co/contact
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We build intelligent applications and bots. From strategy and
design to software development, we are passionate about
using new technologies to solve problems for customers.

Contact Us
100 Broadway San Francisco, CA, 94111
www.azumo.co | @azumohq | (415) 992-9270

